


Lead Pastor  
 
 
 
 

geoff@audubonparkumc.org 
fb.com/geoffhelton 



Our youth group usually meets at the church on Sundays from 6-7:30pm.  
Contact Drew Homchick for more info: drew@audubonparkumc.org  

 

Sunday, August 22nd │ 2:00pm - 3:30pm 

We will meet at the church and head over to Audubon Park for a variety of games including a youth group 

favorite, “Lava Monster”. You will not want to miss this event! 

 

June - August 2021 

Twinlow is officially reopening all of its summer programs for children, teens, and families.  Please pray for 

our youth as Audubon Park UMC has five youth that will be participating in summer camp this year!  
 

Thank you for all of your support! 



Associate Pastor of 
Congregational Care 

“A Painful Reminder” 

Dear friends, 

The other day I had a very worthwhile insight. Nothing new really for me or 
any of us but a good reminder, nevertheless. Like most life lessons, it came 
through pain. 

Recently I have been back in physical therapy. This time not directly because 
of my back, but because of my knees, especially my left knee, which I have 
never before experienced any problems with. I could go into detail describing 
the reasons why it hurt and sound like one of those “old people” I always 
swore I would never become (what did I know!?) Let us just say that the knee 
hurt a lot, about as much as anything I had experienced before (to which my 
wife Carol reminds me that I have never gone through childbirth!) 

I was making a little progress with the therapy, then one morning, I tripped 
over a feed bag, and (of course) I fell square on both knees! I thought I would 

never be able to take a full breath again! It was back to the beginning with the physical therapy. 

For the next couple of days, every step I took while working outside came with a sharp reminder of that fall. 
One morning as I was trying to push my wheelbarrow from feeding station to feeding station, I realized that 
since the fall, I had been unconsciously planning every step I took as carefully as one would measure out 
ingredients for some wonderful recipe. I would mentally measure the shortest possible distance from point 
to point. I would plan ahead for steps I could save the next day by leaving behind a bucket or a tool. 
Without really thinking, I would have my resting stops plotted out.   

Here is the insight that kind of snuck into my prayer thought after a few days of such careful measuring of 
my steps. As I paused from my work and sat a moment, I thought out loud, “what if for the last 50 years or 
so I would have thought as carefully about every word that came out of my mouth as I have recently 
thought about every step I take? How much less hurt would I have caused? How much more good would I 
have done had I measured every word as carefully as I now measure every step?” 

Then as I thought a bit more, I remembered the prayer from the 19th Psalm that is often used as a 
benediction in worship: 

          “Let the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable to you, O Lord, my rock and 
my redeemer.” (Psalm 19:11) 

I am not anxious to repeat that fall; I am, however, somewhat grateful for the reminder that came to me 
that morning as I sat in my tack room nursing my sore knees. “Son of mine, learn to measure your words 
the same way you are measuring your steps...words matter...fill your thought, and your mouth with words 
that are acceptable to me, your Lord...your rock...your redeemer.” 

For the next fifty years, I pledge to do better at measuring my words!   
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